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Timeline. SHARE. Debian GNU/Linux 5.1.5. Release Name: Debian GNU/Linux 5.1. This release consists of security
updates to the stable release train, as well as updated packages for the release distribution as of April 3,. Get all the latest
headlines from the South African Business Times on SmartNews. Learn about all the top news stories making headlines in
South Africa and around the world, with regular updates as the news unfolds. The new release is available for immediate
download via the ISPs here. This is the last release for 2 years before we move to a rolling release schedule.. Massive and
Modular Web Application Architecture. The runtime is written in Java and consists of a core package that contains the
application logic. This package is shared by all modules that implement a specific service. Each module comprises a
portlet, BPMN model or BPEL process, and a set of Java classes that implement the functionality.. All the modules
implement the same interfaces so that the application logic is accessible from the UI server and the library modules. .(1)
Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a method of and an apparatus for reading data codes from a media
while a media is being continuously moved. (2) Description of the Prior Art Data storage media, particularly optical disks,
have been developed for recording programs for use as recording/playback media for computers. In the following
description of the prior art, reference will be made to compact disks (CD) as an example of the optical disk, but the
description also includes other types of optical disks. Generally, an optical disk is a circular plate-shaped medium on which
data are recorded in a spiral track, and data are read by detecting an optical beam that has been projected onto the track.
There are two types of optical disks; one of these is a CD-ROM which is read only. The other type is a CD-R or -RW which is
rewritable. With a CD-R or -RW, data are recorded according to a so-called CLV (constant linear velocity) system in which a
recording track is divided into a data zone and a non-data zone, and the data zone is divided into a plurality of sectors each
of which includes a lead-in sector located at the innermost periphery of the data zone, a data sector, and a lead-out sector
located at the outermost periphery of the data zone.
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